
Destination Weddings 
in South-West Turkey

less planning  -  smarter spend  -  greater experience
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Built on top of a jaw-dropping canyon overlooking the Bay of 

Kumlubük on the Bozburun Peninsula. Dionysos welcomes 

you with its remarkable nature and panoramic sea view from 

virtually every perspective. The buildings blend naturally into 

their surroundings and are spread out in a village style across the 

mountain with a choice of rooms, cottages and private pool villas. 

Viewing Dionysos from the sea, it appears to have been there for 

centuries. Viewing the sea from Dionysos, you feel immortal.

Welcome to 
  Dionysos
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Why not blend the beauty of your wedding with a holiday, 

and all for the cost of a 1-day wedding in the UK? Maximise 

your hard-earned savings with a week-long celebration. 

The Dionysos Village Hotel delivers customisable weddings, 

enabling a personal yet unique getaway.

Holiday experience
Take your vows with a picturesque backdrop. Sail the 

coastline. Take in a game of tennis on the outdoor court. 

Enjoy the outdoor cinema experience under the stars. 

You can do it all... or relax, doing nothing at all.

Turn your wedding into a week-long

More than a day...

celebration 95-GUESTS, MAY 19
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Wedding eve supper
Why not start with a relaxed wedding eve 
supper for all your guests to get together 
before the big day. Break the ice with a 
specialised cocktail menu at the bar and a 
BBQ style dinner in the outdoor restaurant. 
Why not add a theme to bring light and 
laughter to all your guests?

Gulet cruise
Set sail with your own private Gulet.  
A traditional and stunning Turkish boat with 
waiter service all day to cater to your guests. 
Add an activity such as water sports or live 
music to make it a day no one will forget.

Farm dinner
Visit our beautiful hotel farm. Entertain 
with evening drinks and a 3-course candlelit 
dinner under the stars. A perfect way to 
spend an evening and give your wedding 
an authentic and unique touch.

Celebration inspiration
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Afternoon tea
Enjoy our beautiful afternoon tea concept 
with a Turkish infusion. This is a great 
opportunity to thank and spend time  
with your guests before they leave.  
A sophisticated way to dress up again  
but in a more relaxed style.

Olive oil tasting
Our international award winning olive oil, one 
of Dionysos’s most sought after treasures. 
Offer your guests an exclusive olive oil tasting 
and visit the olive oil pressing rooms situated 
in the grounds.

Wine-tasting
Take your guests on a journey through 
different regions of Turkey, tasting 
international award winning wines in our  
very own wine cellar.

 Elegant fruity notes of medium-ripe tomato, white apple, 
banana, enriched by fresh hints of basil and nut
Brian Viner 
The Independent Travel
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Take your wedding 
to the next level with 
exclusive rights to our 
entire hotel grounds
Book 30 suites with a minimum stay of  
3 nights and the whole hotel is exclusive to 
you and your party. The hotel offers a choice 
of rooms, cottages and private pool villas. 
A maximum sleeping capacity of 90 guests. 
42 magnificently designed suites all with 
panoramic sea views.

Exclusivity

95-GUESTS, MAY 19

95-GUESTS, MAY 19 64-GUESTS, AUG 19 103-GUESTS, MAY 18
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RECEPTION DINNER

  Private hire of the restaurant and terrace for the reception party

  Pre-reception drinks and canapés (one glass of bubbly and 4-5 canapés)

  3-course dinner in the main restaurant overlooking the Bay of Kumlubük

  Tailor made menu

  Complimentary glass of bubbly to toast (one glass per person)

  Linens and napkins for all tables

  Menu and place names for all guests

  Table plan 

CAKE

  2-tier cake

  Complimentary cake stand and cutting knife

Our inclusive wedding bundle is perfect 
for short notice wedding days. The bundle 
includes so many finishing touches.

Wedding bundle

95-GUESTS, MAY 19
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FLOWERS

  Floral arrangements (top table and 
arrangements for all tables)

  Flowers for the wedding couple and 
bridesmaids (up to 4-guests)

  Buttonholes for groomsmen or male 
family members

  Flower ceremonial arch

WEDDING EXTRAS

  Relaxing spa treatment with lunch for 
the wedding couple (the day before)

  Complimentary Bucks Fizz for the 
wedding couple on the wedding morning

  3 night’s stay in Deluxe Suite with for the 
Bride and Groom

CEREMONY & IMAGERY

  Registrar for the ceremony

  Photographer and videographer with 
drones during the ceremony and 
reception

  50 edited photos with album and 
1-minute Instagram video, plus up to 
5-minute wedding video

MUSIC

  Live musicians: 2-hrs (to play during 
pre-reception drinks)

  DJ: 19:30-00:00 hrs

HOTEL INFORMATION

  Wedding invitation support

  Guest itinerary support

95-GUESTS, MAY 19

75-GUESTS, MAY 19
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Our drinks packages create the perfect 
ambiance for your wedding. With a variety of 
drinks on offer and served in just the right 
quantities, it’s an elegant and cost-effective 
solution to impress your guests. We serve 
from an hour before your ceremony begins, 
up until the midnight bar starts.

We understand everyone has their 
preference, so we offer a choice of three 
different packages. Use them throughout 
your wedding day and throughout your 
celebration events.

Drink package
Package 1
A selection of our house wines, 
local beers and softs drinks

Package 2
A selection of our house wines, local beers and softs drinks,  
local spirits such as; Vodka, Gin, Raki, and the classic Mojito cocktail

Package 3
A selection of our house wines, local beers and softs drinks,  
local spirits such as; Vodka, Gin, Raki, Malibu and Martini;  
add a personal touch and create 3 cocktails of your choice

10
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You're in safe hands
UK and Turkey 
based coordinators
Anyone who has planned a traditional 
wedding knows that it can be a stressful 
task to create. The Dionysos Village 
Hotel offers 2 wedding coordinators with 
impeccable service. One coordinator 
based here in Turkey and one in the UK. 
We want to offer every couple constant 
communication so that you feel in control. 
We enjoy delivering inspiration, creativity 
and assurance. We want you to know that 
even the smallest of details are listened to 
and are recognised.

Turkey coordinator 

In May 2018, I was a bride who got married at this stunning venue. I cherish 

the memories of my incredible wedding experience. My dream was to have a 

wedding unique to any other. I wanted my guests to enjoy every moment so I 

created a holiday experience around our wedding. Our guests got to relax and 

enjoy an unforgettable holiday at the same time. Now, my passion is to create 

unforgettable wedding experiences for your loved ones. I wish for them to 

remember this stunning celebration for the rest of their lives.

UK coordinator

I am the UK based coordinator. Along with Gabrielle, I will help guide you through 

your wedding journey. I am so proud of my association with the hotel and always 

excited to share this piece of paradise with someone new. To create such a special 

event is exciting and an honour to be part of. We invite you to drop us a message 

or call. We love to hear what ideas you have and are always contactable. Contact 

and our passion is the key to our success!

Gabrielle

Dominique
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Beautiful location
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Built on top of a jaw-dropping canyon overlooking  
the Bay of KumlubÜk on the Bozburun Peninsula. 
Dionysos welcomes you with its remarkable nature  
and panoramic sea views from virtually every 
perspective. The buildings blend naturally into their 
surroundings and are spread out in a village-style 
across the mountain. with a choice of rooms;  
cottages and private pool villas.

Viewing Dionysos from the 
sea, it appears to have been 
there for centuries. Viewing 
the sea from Dionysos 
feels immortal.
~ Dionysos Village Hotel guest
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Dionysos offers 23 Junior Suites sleeping up to 
2 guests; comprising of singles and doubles

Hair dryer Ironing facilities

TV

Anti-mosquito 
plug-in

Bed & breakfast

36m2

Free water 
everyday

Free WifiTerrace

2 guests

Safety deposit 
box

A/C & heating

2 bedrooms

Self-sticked 
minibar

Junior Suite
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Dionysos offers 16 Duluxe Suites sleeping up to 
3 guests; comprising of singles and doubles

Hair dryer Ironing facilities

TV

Anti-mosquito 
plug-in

Bed & breakfast

60m2

Free water 
everyday

Free WifiTerrace

3 guests

Safety deposit 
box

A/C & heating

Double bed or twin bed

Fully equiped 
kitchen

Deluxe Suite
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Dionysos offers 4 private pool villas sleeping up to 5 
guests; comprising of 1 double room and 1 twin room.

Hair dryer Ironing facilities

TV

Anti-mosquito 
plug-in

Bed & breakfast

120m2

Free water 
everyday

Free Wifi

Private pool

Terrace

5 guests

Safety deposit 
box

A/C & heating

2 bedrooms

Fully equiped 
kitchen

Private pool villa
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“ The Dionysos Estate - perched above the 
low-key Turkish resort of Kumlubük - offers 
glorious sea views and a warm welcome”

“The last five days have been incredible”

“ The facility, the employees, the rooms, 
the environment, the landscape, the decoration 
is impeccable. A wonderful environment has 
been created in nature. Peaceful, pleasant facility. 
The rooms are neatly decorated. The views from 
the rooms are terrific. Thanks.”

Caroline Shearing 
The Telegraph Travel

Dionysos guest review Zeytosh 
tripadvisor review

Customers say...
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The nearest airport is Dalaman, approximately 1.5 hours’ drive away 
from the hotel. It is the most popular airport for tourists and has many 
direct flights to and from the UK. London to Dalaman is approximately 
3.5 hours by plane. Bodrum airport is approximately 2.5 hours from 
the airport. For the adventurer, the Greek island of Rhodes is also an 
option. From Rhodes, take the high-speed catamaran to Marmaris.

Visa and insurance
From March 2nd 2020 visas are now not required on entry for UK 
citizens to Turkey. Please note, you should have at least 6 months 
validity on your passport on the day of arrival in Turkey. You also need 
valid travel insurance, as your EHIC card is not valid in Turkey. 

Dominique  +44 7523 447 235

Gabrielle   +90 538 6229773

Email     events@dionysoshotel.com.tr

Check out our social platforms: 

   @dionysosvillagehotel

   TheDionysosHotel

Flight  options
For more information and 
how to make an enquiry


